Executive Travel
& Meetings
Imagine taking a morning flight out of Orange County to meet your most important vendor in Scottsdale, then flying up to Napa to meet your most important client for cocktails, and still making it back to Orange County in time for a dinner date with your most important person. If you can imagine a travel schedule like this, it can be done, but not on a commercial airliner. For many executives and businesses, this type of schedule can be hard to maintain without the flexibility that a charter aircraft can provide.

Charter is the convenience of traveling on your schedule rather than an airline schedule and flying directly to airports closer to your ultimate destination, saving you both time and money. It is having control over your travel environment, while enjoying the comfort, safety and security of a private aircraft. Depart when you decide, include multi-stop destinations or just one, travel alone or together with team members, relax or conduct business meetings in a completely private and confidential setting.

For nearly 30 years, West Coast Aviation Services has been SoCal’s preferred aviation service provider for private air travel locally, nationally and internationally. What sets us apart? As a well-respected Orange County-based business, we continue to be easily accessible and highly responsive to our clients. With an exceptional and diverse fleet of charter aircraft ranging in size from turboprops, to light, mid-size and heavy jets, we can provide the right solution to fit your specific travel needs.

Welcome to the way travel should be... on your schedule. Visit us and see what we have to offer or contact us by phone 949.852.8340 or by email charter@wcas.aero for your personalized on-demand air charter services. We are ready to serve you. www.wcas.aero.

Productivity in Air Travel - It Can Be Done

Word of Mouth
“Shaun took our group of business owners, all from different walks of life, and brought us together in a way that will transform us personally and as a group forever.”
- Lizzie Depp Metzger, Chair, YPO Paso del Norte, Texas

“Having Shaun Tomson facilitate our company-wide retreat was one of the best business decisions I’ve ever made. It was an absolutely transformative experience for all of us as individuals, and equally powerful in bringing our team closer together.”
- Craig Harris, CEO, HG Data, Santa Barbara

“50 executives of totally different backgrounds had the same experience of being moved and touched and inspired. I have yet to come across another group motivational event with such power.”
- Amir Nashat, Managing Partner, Polaris Partners, Boston

“Many of the participants said it was the single most powerful life experience they had ever had. Shaun captures an audience and changes lives!”
- Susan Monaghan, Director HR, Sonos

“Shaun is an amazing person and he brings a unique combination of energy, passion and spiritual awareness that will leave a lasting impression on your organization.”
- Victor Coleman, Chairman & CEO, Hudson Pacific Properties, Los Angeles

Shaun Tomson B. Comm. MSc. Leadership Entrepreneur, Author, World Surfing Champion - www.shauntomson.com
Contact: shauntomson@yahoo.com 805.886.1775

Catch a Positive Wave

“Over the last 10 years, I have worked with companies with revenues from $10 million to $150 billion – GM, Disney, The Gap, Sonos, Dermalogica, PwC, Toys r Us, YPO, Google – specifically to inspire and empower their teams and create a positive wave throughout the organization.

I help teams deepen relationships, and transform individually and collectively, through my keynotes and CODE workshops.

I get great results by offering teams a unique and authentic perspective, and a simple tool they can use to create a new committed personal vision. Organizations use my program to activate change, align personal goals and values with corporate culture, with the ultimate result being higher levels of engagement and improved performance.

Let me inspire your teams and take them on a transformative ride they will never forget.”
- Shaun Tomson

“Shaun is an amazing person and he brings a unique combination of energy, passion and spiritual awareness that will leave a lasting impression on your organization.”
- Victor Coleman, Chairman & CEO, Hudson Pacific Properties, Los Angeles

Shaun Tomson B. Comm, MSc. Leadership Entrepreneur, Author, World Surfing Champion - www.shauntomson.com
Contact: shauntomson@yahoo.com 805.886.1775
BEST. HOLIDAY. PARTY. EVER.

Give your team the celebration it deserves.

Inventive menus, premium drink packages, and exceptional group entertainment all come together for an epic holiday event at Bowlmor. Throw your office the best party ever.

EARLY BOOKING SPECIAL!

BOOK BY 11/15 AND GET A FREE BAR UPGRADE

VISIT BOWLMOR.COM/HOLIDAY

USE PROMO CODE: HOLIDAYXTRA16

*TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

ANAHEIM
400 W. DISNEY WAY
714.783.2810

ORANGE COUNTY
2405 PARK AVE
714.258.2695
Advanced Air, a full-service charter and airplane management company, is the anchor of Jet Center Los Angeles, which currently employs 60 people in 8,000 square feet of office space. Advanced Air not only owns their own planes, but provides the service of buying and selling aircraft.

The company’s footprint includes more than 43,000 square feet of hangar space which houses the state-of-the-art planes it operates, manages and services.

The hangars themselves were uniquely built with input from the film industry and have become a coveted spot for shooting films, TV shows, music videos and hosting high-profile brand events.

As recently as this past July, Nike took over the hangar, transforming it into a state-of-the-art basketball arena to host two unique events – one involving high school and college players along with big name NBA stars and the other involving members of the USA Olympic team.

It was truly a “wow” moment. It’s this kind of activity that makes Jet Center Los Angeles not just a place to take off and land, but a true destination.

“We are starting to see the rewards of a lot of hard work,” says Donny Sandusky, Vice President of both Advanced Air and Jet Center Los Angeles, about the growth, expansion and ascent of Jet Center Los Angeles.

Despite this momentum, both partners believe the work is just beginning. In fact, up next is the development of the Northside of the airport with another 70,000 square feet of hangar space in 2017.

“This is a long term play,” according to Stockton, as the partners have the ground lease on the airport until 2053.

The two men met in flight school. Sandusky trained Stockton, unaware then that – a decade later – Stockton would be in the Captain’s seat and lure him back into the aviation world.

Sandusky was on a flight “sabbatical,” living in Northern California and working as project manager with a successful contracting company. “Levi called and said, ‘I want you to be part of this.’”

In 2009, at the tipping point of the economy, no one was sure what “this” was going to be. But Sandusky was intrigued. He missed flying. “Every day, I would see a plane overhead or look over my shoulder and think, ‘man what am I doing?’ Now, he says, “I’m not missing out on anything.” Quite the opposite.

With proximity to downtown, TESLA and SpaceX as neighbors, and the recent announcements of two new stadiums being built nearby, Jet Center Los Angeles is perfectly situated.

In August, Will Ferrell and Magic Johnson broke ground on a new 22,000-seat soccer venue in the former LA Sports arena space. Beginning 2018, this will be home to the LA Football Club (LAFC), as part of the Major League Soccer (MLS) expansion.

And of course, the LA Rams “City of Champions” Stadium is coming in just next door.

“Where we heard that Stan Kroenke (LA Rams Owner) had bought 60 acres nearby, we said to each other, ‘imagine if the Rams built a stadium nearby, what would that be like?’” They’re about to find out.

Hawthorne is the airport closest to the new stadiums, so their arrival will be a game changer, but it won’t change the way they will do what they already do so well. They are known for a relentless attention to details – from the big picture to the minutia.

This is what sets Jet Center Los Angeles and Advanced Air apart from others. They could say the business operates like an FBO with OCD, driven by a relentless attention to details. They pride themselves on an all-encompassing white glove concierge service that extends from the runway to the freeway.

This means the plane is serviced and detailed flawlessly; even the managed aircraft owner’s car is fueled with VIP amenities and waiting for them when they land.

continued on page B-44
FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE

TRAVEL WITH EASE

ADVANCED AIR CHARTERS

FLY WITH US

JetCenter Los Angeles

12101 Crenshaw Blvd. Suite 100 Hawthorne, California 90250
P: 310.644.3344 flights@advancedaircharters.com www.jetcenterla.com Unicom 1233 KHHR

HOME OF ADVANCED AIR CHARTERS
Get the Pulse of the Medical Device Industry at DeviceTalks West in Newport Beach on December 12

DeviceTalks West, the live-interview series and targeted staff development program featuring today’s top medtech influencers, returns to Newport Beach on December 12, 2016 with a look inside Google and Johnson & Johnson’s spinout, Verb Surgical, and the state of medtech innovation entering 2017.

Held three times annually across the United States, DeviceTalks provides exclusive insights with industry leaders changing the course of medicine. From entrepreneurial stories to technological breakthroughs, these conversations touch upon the most relevant issues in medicine, covering the technology that saves lives, the people behind them and the latest industry trends.

On December 12, DeviceTalks will convene 200-300 leaders from Medtronic, Halt Medical, Heartflow,Merit Medical and more, for in-depth panels and workshops centered on the state of medical device innovation going into 2017. We’ll go inside the future of medtech, dig into key supply chain issues and examine the state of investment, reimbursement and other hot topic issues in our workshops.

In addition, DeviceTalks will take you inside the future of robotic surgery with the new CEO of Verb Surgical, the exciting spinout from Google and Johnson & Johnson.

Check out www.devicetalks.com and use the promo code “OCBJ” to save 15% on the cost of registration. DeviceTalks is the live event series created by the makers of MassDevice.com and Medical Design and Outsourcing, which serves more than 100,000 readers each month.

“DeviceTalks is the premier opportunity for industry leaders to come together and share perspectives. As a featured speaker, I was impressed with the quality of the conversation and the caliber of delegates. Bringing together leaders to discuss the healthcare environment is essential to fostering community in the medical device industry. I go to many events, but DeviceTalks stands out as one of the best programs our industry has to offer.”

- Scott Huennekens, CEO, Verb Surgical

Who attends DeviceTalks: DeviceTalks brings together 200 medical device leaders from across the spectrum of the industry. Past attendees include CEOs and senior leaders from Allergan, B. Braun Medical, Boston Scientific, Covidien, Edwards Lifesciences, Masimo, Medtronic, Merit Medical, Nihon Khoden and many more.

What: DeviceTalks West
Where: Fairmont Newport Beach
When: December 12, 2016, 1 pm – 8 pm (Lunch and dinner will be served)
More information: www.devicetalks.com

Use the code “OCBJ” to save on registration.

For more information, contact Brian Johnson; publisher, co-founder; DeviceTalks, MassDevice, Medical Design & Outsourcing at brian@massdevice.com or 617.905.6116.
Balboa Bay Resort, a public full-service hotel and resort located along the water’s edge of the Balboa Bay in Newport Beach is the ideal location for hosting any and all holiday parties and gatherings – both personally and professionally.

Holiday spirit fills the air at the lavishly decorated four-diamond property that includes a giant, 25-foot, decorated Christmas tree at the entrance; a festive gingerbread display in lobby and a scattering of 8-foot, decorated trees; along with wrapped presents and colorful displays throughout to accompany thousands of twinkling lights on the exterior.

In addition to offering delicious, coursed holiday meals for Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve and Day, Boat Parade, and New Year’s Eve in the full-service waterfront restaurants, the 13 breakout rooms and new 7,000-square-foot Grand Ballroom are ideal locations for hosting company holiday celebrations of all sizes.

Your events are more than co-workers, friends and family gathering in the same spot at the same time, it’s an experience that should both impress and leave a lasting impression, especially during the holidays. Balboa Bay Resort will certainly meet your expectations and then some. Make Balboa Bay Resort your home for the holidays.

Visit BalboaBayResort.com or call 949.630.4125 to book your holiday party, dinner or event.

Celebrate the Holidays at Balboa Bay Resort

Enjoy the Holiday Season at the Aquarium of the Pacific

The Aquarium of the Pacific in Long Beach provides both a beautiful and unique atmosphere for your holiday and corporate special events. Immerse your guests in the beauty and wonder of the ocean, and create an event that they won’t soon forget.

Your guests can wander amongst aquarium exhibits and marvel at the wonders of the deep. More than 11,000 animals live in the many remarkable habitats and ecosystems represented here in engaging, watery displays. Amber forests of giant swaying kelp beds, multi-hued tropical coral reefs, and translucent floating sea life grab your attention and ignite the imagination. Watch otters play, penguins glide through the water, and even touch a shark! You and your guests will be instantly immersed in the enchantment of the sea and its fascinating inhabitants.

You can dine under our blue whale with the stunning backdrop of our two-story kelp exhibit, take in harbor views from our rooftop Veranda, or customize any of our spaces to best fit your party’s needs. Let us serve you California-inspired, chef-crafted cuisine designed to complement an event tailored to fit any size group. Our culinary presentation will have your mouth watering, and our savory delights will please your palate. Our food is fresh – we utilize local growers and sustainable practices. Our philosophy is simple – good food, good company and great results. Our food is modern – cutting-edge culinary creations paired with hometown favorites.

For a free walkthrough of the Aquarium with our special events team, call 562.951.1663 or email info@savorsmglb.com. For more information on all the options we provide, visit aquariumofpacific.org/specialevents.

Enjoy the Holiday Season at the Aquarium of the Pacific

Reservations:
(866) 323-BEST (2378) or visit www.BEST-VIP.com
When their customers want a bite, the Eureka! Tasting Kitchen is conveniently located in Jet Center Los Angeles. It has been wowing diners and critics alike, and is consistently one of the best reviewed food destinations in the area; another example of partnership and relentless attention to details.

From fuel to fries, Jet Center Los Angeles customers expect the best and they get even better. Customer service experience is anchored by Ryan Emslie who heads up “Project Thunder Rising” with the sole purpose of elevating this personalized concierge level of service.

The staff is sent to the Ritz Carlton customer service training school to guarantee top tier performance. This is proof that the company is investing in a lasting relationship with their partners, as well as their employees.

Knowing their origins, it’s no surprise to discover the corporate culture of Jet Center Los Angeles is fueled by an “I can do that!” attitude. The company values hard work, steady growth and hires people that will grow from the inside – like Jocelyn Molina who is currently the Flight Coordinator Manager.

“That’s the most enjoyable thing to see. Not long ago I remember her at the front desk at Jet Center Los Angeles. We are building something from the ground up. Our goal is to not just hire people to fill a space but give them an opportunity to make it a career,” says Sandusky.

Cris Lopez, line service manager and employee number one says, “This is what keeps me here. To look at what has been built. I’m just glad to be a part of it.”

The personal history of the men at the helm and their commitment seems to be a guiding principle for the environment they are nurturing. They value longevity and loyalty in everything they do, especially their relationships with clients.

This is different than how most companies approach the business. Whereas some companies see a plane, they see a relationship. People have personal relationships with their planes. And Advanced Air and Jet Center Los Angeles build relationships with both the people and the plane.

Since he started out representing owners, Stockton is certain that will always be at the heart of the company. Those relationships are built on trust and transparency. The trust extends from the safety of the plane to faith in the partnership. And transparency means, if something is wrong, they’ll have a conversation about it and fix it.

“The plane is their pride and joy, so we take pride in it too.” Stockton says the same thing about every relationship they enter. “I want this airplane on my certificate for life. We want quality partners. We look at the overall picture when looking to add aircraft to our fleet. Our goal is to over-deliver. If we are not the right operation, due to location of the aircraft, aircraft type or other factors, we point the owner toward one that is a better fit. We want to maximize every asset for a lifetime.”

Sandusky adds, “We’re so grateful to have our customers’ business. As we grow, we remember where we came from. Back in 2010, we’d get a jet a week and we’d be thrilled. We put everyone on it – to put on the best show we could.” They still do.

Unlike many competitor FBOs, Jet Center Los Angeles is not a franchise or a chain. This is a group of folks who care about people who care about airplanes. The “flying solo” approach allows them to control their own destiny and has motivated them to push their credentials and ratings even higher.

Last year, they became only the second FBO in the country to go through the rigid and respected ISBAH audit. Meanwhile, Advanced Air is ISBAO certified and received a Platinum rating from ARGUS, one of the world’s most prestigious third-party vetting system for charter operators given to less than 4% of worldwide operators. They are also an Air Charter Safety Foundation (ACSF) audit registered operator.

Both Stockton and Sandusky are still active pilots and fly the line. They stay in the game simply because they love it. As a result, they stay laser focused on what’s happening in the air, as well as on the ground. This passion for flying keeps them ahead of the curve – and competition – in all things, including technology.

For example, Sandusky says, “We are moving to an all Wi-Fi fleet, and have already upgraded to the most modern avionics and are looking for ways to continuously improve.

Stockton is proud of the collaborative community of people and partners that form the foundation of the companies. “We found a way to create a business out of what we love and share that with our partners and employees.”

When he compares the escalation of Jet Center Los Angeles with flying a KingAir 350, Sandusky has no hesitation, “We’re still climbing. We haven’t reached cruise attitude yet.”

He pauses and smiles, “We’ve come a long way but we have a long way to go.”

For more information about Jet Center Los Angeles and Advanced Air Charters, visit www.jetcenterla.com and www.advancedaircharters.com.
With more than 50 years of combined expertise, BEST-VIP Chauffeured Worldwide offers decades of experience while moving into the future of luxury transportation. With a united staff and an extraordinary fleet of more than 140 top-of-the-line vehicles including limousines, sedans, vans, SUVs, minicoaches and motorcoaches, all functioning with cutting-edge technology, BEST-VIP ensures luxurious travel, hassle-free reservations and innovative solutions for travelers booking locally and globally.

BEST-VIP Customer Service
The Customer Service and Reservations Department at BEST-VIP consists of senior-level customer service specialists who have been carefully selected and provide years of experience in managing corporate and executive transportation needs throughout the world. They truly understand the expectations of those they serve, and are available to handle any and all needs that may arise – any time of day from anywhere in the world.

Groups & Meetings
The Group Department at BEST-VIP makes planning the transportation for your next event simple. With more than 50 years of transportation experience, BEST-VIP has perfected the process of coordinating transportation and logistics for group events and meetings. BEST-VIP’s Group Department will work with your event planners to understand the needs and challenges of your event. They will suggest the most efficient way to utilize the diverse fleet of vehicles (accommodating groups of all sizes), seven days a week.

Your program manager will coordinate and book your event using their experience and expertise to organize the group. These professionals are able to understand the specific requirements of your day. The BEST-VIP team will organize and oversee the details, from creating customized maps and itineraries to making reservations. For challenging venues, they will send their logistics team for on-site inspections to evaluate and provide professional recommendations. Their coordinators will also be present on-site to oversee all meet-and-greet needs and facilitate the staging and loading of the vehicles.

Beyond Transportation.
With an extensive fleet of limousines, sedans, vans, SUVs, minicoaches and motorcoaches, BEST-VIP accommodates any type of transportation need. Professionally trained chauffeurs, pristine vehicles, 24-hour reservation support, vehicle tracking and flight tracking provide customers with the highest level of service possible.

BEST-VIP’s professional team is at your service, ready to take you anywhere you need to be. Whether your destination is an international airport or an internationally renowned restaurant, BEST-VIP is here to ensure you arrive at your destination – on time and in style.

Let BEST-VIP take care of the details. Regardless of what your transportation need requires, you may rest assured all will be taken care of. From determining the most efficient route to ensuring the vehicle is stocked with requested beverages, BEST-VIP’s goal is to allow you time to relax and enjoy the journey.

To make a reservation or to learn more about BEST-VIP Chauffeured Worldwide, please visit www.best-vip.com.
Shouldn’t You Bowlmor?

Bowlmor is for FUN. And so are the holidays. Who wants a stuffy, conference room-style holiday party, sharing pleasantries over cheese and crackers, when you can celebrate the holidays in style? At Bowlmor, named “the Best Place to Bowl in OC” by OC Weekly, you can eat, drink and be merry this holiday season at not one, but two Orange County locations.

Taste
Bowlmor Lanes is so much more than bowling. Our locations in Anaheim and Orange County offer impressively designed event venues complete with blacklight bowling lanes, full-service bars and top-of-the-line catering menus for you and your party to enjoy. From crab cakes, to spring rolls, to gourmet sliders, Bowlmor has something for every discerning palate in your party. Our event professionals create customized food and beverage packages for each event to meet the needs of all of your guests—so you can focus on the party itself.

Play in Anaheim
Located in Anaheim Gardenwalk near Disneyland, Bowlmor Lanes Anaheim features 41 blacklight bowling lanes (including nine private lanes), billiard tables, a full-service bar, and laneside food and drink service. Our on-site event specialists make planning your party a breeze with an extensive selection of catered culinary creations designed by Bowlmor’s executive chef. With 47,000 square feet of entertainment and meeting space that’s perfect for holiday parties of any type or size, Bowlmor Anaheim offers the ideal setting for an office holiday party that your team will be raving about around the water cooler for weeks after.

Party in Orange County
A unique take on group entertainment, Bowlmor Orange County has everything you need to make your party memorable—from the team-inspired fun of blacklight bowling to Bowlmor’s delicious gourmet menus. Bring out the competitive spirit in your guests and enjoy 30 lanes of interactive blacklight bowling featuring Bowlmor’s laneside video walls. In addition to bowling, Bowlmor OC also features a full-service restaurant, a high-end sports bar, an arcade that’s packed with the latest video games, and a state-of-the-art audiovisual system. At Bowlmor OC, experience a chic spin on sports and nightlife—all while enjoying great food, signature drinks and exceptional service. Our inventive culinary creations will delight your palate, and our experienced, service-oriented staff will take care of your every need. Make the most of this year’s holiday party and bring your office to Bowlmor.

Bowlmor Orange County
714.258.2695
www.bowlmor.com/orange-county

Bowlmor Anaheim
714.783.2810
www.bowlmor.com/anaheim

Kristina Kollock kkollock@bowlmor.com
Transport Your Events to Italy at Il Fornaio

When you are searching for the ultimate Italian dining experience, step inside Il Fornaio in Irvine and take a culinary journey through Italy. Early mornings bring rustic, crisp crusted bread hot from the oven accompanied by the scent of fresh-brewed espresso. During lunch and dinner hours, pastas and flavorful sauces simmer while meats and vegetables roast over hot coals. Bottles of wine from small, regional wineries are uncorked to complement the dishes, which have been crafted in the custom of Italy’s chefs, bakers and homemakers.

The authentic food, bread and wine will transport you to Italy and the beautiful private dining room space will create the ultimate event experience for you and your guests. Ask to speak with the on-site event coordinator when planning your next business meeting, family gathering, rehearsal dinner or wedding.

Enjoy happy hour daily with complimentary antipasti or hold a bocce ball tournament/happy hour with friends or colleagues using Il Fornaio’s very own bocce ball court.

**Festa Regionale celebrates regional selections**

Il Fornaio aspires to bring its guests closer to Italy with each visit to the restaurant. In addition to the core menu, Il Fornaio features a different region of Italy each month as part of its Festa Regionale celebration. Dine from this special regional menu and receive a monthly stamp on the Passaporto and a reward: a complimentary loaf of fresh baked Il Fornaio bread or Il Fornaio’s specially pressed olive oil, for example. At the end of six consecutive stamped months, Passaporto holders receive a hand-painted authentic Italian ceramic plate and will be entered for a chance to win the ultimate Italian experience: a trip for two to Italy.

Il Fornaio is located at 18051 Von Karman Avenue in Irvine. For reservations, please call 949.261.1444 or learn more about Il Fornaio at www.ilfornaio.com.

Inspiring Business Travel

Humans are wired to appreciate creativity. The arts have been revered by every civilization around the globe. At Avenue of the Arts Costa Mesa, A Tribute Portfolio Hotel, we indulge this innate passion. For us, life is an art and we set the stage. We break beyond the typical hotel experience with eclectic design, inventive culinary creations and an ideal location in the Theater and Arts District close to fashion-hub South Coast Plaza.

Business travel should be inspiring. Start your day with a jog around the pond before collaborating with colleagues over a cocktail in the vibrant bar. Complimentary WiFi throughout our property ensures you stay as close to your work as you like. When it’s time for your meeting, let our natural light and lofty ceilings serve as your inspiration. Follow a morning conference with a lakeside luncheon or hold a brainstorming under the tall trees of the Garden Retreat. Indulge your attendees with our flexible accommodations and state-of-the-art technology. And treat yourself to a successful meeting, individualized to exceed your unique needs by our expert planners.

We celebrate the very best of human expression, creating the perfect space for you to be the very best expression of yourself.

For more information about Avenue of the Arts Costa Mesa, a Tribute Portfolio Hotel, call 714.361.4907 or visit AvenueoftheArtsHotel.com.

DEVICE TALKS

**DeviceTalks West: The State of MedTech Innovation in 2017**

Join MassDevice, Medical Design and Outsourcing for DeviceTalks West on December 12th, 2016 as we go inside Google and JNJ’s bid to change surgery. Network with executives from some of the most innovative companies in the industry and learn about the state of medtech innovation in 2017 in this afternoon and evening of thought provoking panels and discussions.

**When:**
Monday, December 12, 2016
9:00 AM to 6:30 PM (PST)

**Where:**
Fairmont Newport Beach
4500 MacArthur Blvd.
Newport Beach, CA 92660

Visit DeviceTalks.com to register.
Allow Prego to Help You Create Memorable Events

Group Dining & Banquets
Conveniently located in the heart of Orange County, Prego Ristorante is the perfect venue for group dining and banquets, with the capacity to seat between 150 and 250 guests in a number of comfortable settings. The space can also be transformed into the perfect venue for an intimate gathering for smaller parties.

Prego has all that one could wish for in a fine Italian restaurant; an elegant, yet comfortable atmosphere, attentive service and cuisine that strikes the perfect balance between traditional authenticity and innovative preparations. The menu emphasizes regional Italian cuisine, featuring authentic pizza baked in a wood-fired oven, freshly made pastas, grilled fresh fish, spit-roasted meats and fowl, and an extensive list of wines from Italy and California that will please even the most discriminating wine connoisseur. Homemade desserts and pastries make a perfect ending to an unforgettable dining experience.

Looking for off-site catering? From weddings and rehearsal dinners to fundraising galas and corporate meetings, our menus can be tailored for each event. From appetizers to desserts and everything in between – we can bring our in-house experience to you!

For more information, sample menus, or to make reservations, please call Special Events Coordinator Alyssa Miller at 949.553.1333.

---

Meet at the Beach

Located just steps from the Pacific Ocean, Surf & Sand Resort in Laguna Beach boasts 10,000 square feet of unique meeting and special event space. You’ll find the beachfront terraces are perfect for outdoor events with breathtaking ocean views. Multiple boardrooms create intimate environments for group meetings. Additional creative spaces are great for breakouts, including right on the sand.

When it’s time for nourishment, enjoy seasonally inspired menus crafted with fresh, local ingredients by Executive Chef Ron Fougeray. Whether you’re planning a beachside coffee break, luncheon or evening banquet, the resort’s culinary team will design the perfect, custom meal to fit your group’s needs.

Surf & Sand’s location provides endless options for group activities. Beach Olympics, scavenger hunts and kayak excursions are just a few of the team-building activities available.

For a little R&R, aquaterraspa offers customized, seasonal spa treatments that will leave you in a state of complete rejuvenation. The resort’s peaceful ambiance also adds a feeling of relaxation to your event. Each night, unwind in spacious guestrooms while you let the sounds of the ocean lull you to sleep.

Your event by the sea is waiting. For reservations, contact 844.814.2486, surfsales@jcresorts.com or visit surfmeetings.com
Are you looking to do something different for your team’s next corporate outing or off-site meeting? Then Flightdeck is the ideal wingman to “cover your six” from an attack by “Been There, Done That” meetings and events.

By combining the challenge and thrill of flying high-performance F-16 fighter jet flight simulators with your event’s goals, Flightdeck delivers superior value. Whether it’s an incentive outing, team-building session or a fun, social event, we develop your mission to be engaging and entirely unique, giving your group a corporate event experience like no other.

Once you step through Flightdeck’s doors, you’ll feel like you’ve entered a military installation. Instructors in flight suits greet you at the door, military aviation memorabilia is scattered throughout the facility and air traffic controllers supervise the ongoing flights from the OpCon Room. In the “hangar” there are nine flight simulators networked to fly in the same air space, each with a 13-foot projected video display and full-size cockpits with realistic instrumentation. In the Officers Club, participants watch and listen to all the aerial action on large LCD TVs while enjoying their food and beverages.

Pilots participate together in aerial maneuvers, air-to-air combat and aircraft carrier landings. No flight experience is necessary and everything is provided – from flight suits and aviation headsets to pre-flight briefings – ensuring a realistic, adrenaline-inducing aerial adventure. Once everyone has flown, the scores are tallied and special award certificates are handed out to certain pilots for unique aerial endeavors, and then the TOP GUN award is given to the top-scoring pilot.

Execute a perfect landing for your next event at Flightdeck Flight Simulation Center! For more information, see our website at www.Flightdeck.com, call 714.937.1511 or email us at Fly@Flightdeck.com.
Irvine Valley College Rallies for Veteran Funding

To best serve our post-9/11 veterans returning from active duty after several deployments, Irvine Valley College is leading the effort to improve veteran resource centers at California community colleges.

Director of IVC’s Veterans Services Center Nancy Montgomery RN, MSN put together a team at IVC to work with teams from Pasadena City College, American River College in Sacramento and Las Positas College in Livermore to change this issue and provide funding for the 70,000 veterans enrolled in the 113 California community colleges.

“Operation Veteran Funding” brought 150 veterans from community colleges across the state to the Capitol to tell legislators their stories and why funding and support for veteran resource centers is vital to their educational and individual success. The veterans discussed coming home with “silent injuries” to find a lack of support systems. They spoke about issues receiving quality health care, how difficult attending college can be as a non-traditional student and how a large percentage need remediation in math and English classes because they have been out of school for so long.

In all, on April 27, 2016, the veterans visited more than 70 legislative offices, including Assemblywoman Jacqui Irwin, who took the funding issue to the forefront. More than half of the Assembly has signed a letter to support IVC’s efforts to assist veterans. Director Montgomery wrote a proposal for $15 million to fund veteran resource centers across California, with the intent to increase funding in the next three to five years. This was not a grant proposal. Rather, the proposal set criteria for data collection, restricted funding and adherence to the needs of veterans. The funding proposal passed the Assembly budget but did not make it past the state Senate.

This has not deterred the IVC Veterans Team and its partners. In addition to support from the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office, the proposal received active support from the Board of Governors for California Community Colleges during the Sept. 18-19 meeting. Upon hearing testimony from Director Montgomery, the veterans directors at Pasadena and Las Positas and veterans from numerous colleges, the board recommended an allocation request of $25 million in next year’s budget. This funding could help define and set criteria for veteran resource centers, including size, required staff, what a one-stop service center is, which services to provide and how to collaborate with outside agencies to bring those services to the center, develop strategies to collect and assess data to customize veteran resource centers for each campus and evaluate how we can add to veteran success.

IVC’s Veterans Services Center continues to assist this underserved population with funding from grants and outside donations. More than 850 veterans annually stop by the one-stop holistic environment for support services. Our programs include developing financial plans, mental health building, peer support, tutoring, leadership training, support for homeless veterans, scholarships, a food bank, emergency funding, disability certification and vocational rehabilitation services.

Director Montgomery was recently recognized for her efforts to help veterans with a Distinguished Service Award from the National Association of Veterans Program Administrators (NAVPA). This award honors an individual or organization for outstanding leadership in NAVPA, and/or one who has made a significant contribution to veterans’ programs at the national, state or regional level and has contributed to the betterment of veterans’ education and supports the goals of NAVPA.

In addition to Operation Veteran Funding, her nomination highlights her work to develop a veteran suicide prevention program that educates college faculty and staff throughout Los Angeles and Orange County on warning signs, talking to students about suicide and where to find help. She has served for two years as president of the California Region 8 Veterans Program Directors Consortium, where she worked hard to bring local colleges and universities together to share ideas, best practices and resources. She also created the inaugural Orange County Women Veterans Leadership Summit that brought together over 100 women veterans from Southern California for a day of empowerment, camaraderie and inspiration.

Irvine Valley College is committed to assessing veterans’ needs by collecting data to help campuses in California improve yearly. In the Fall of 2014, the year for which the latest data is available, we had an 11 percent increase in rates of veterans who re-enroll, earn a degree or certificate, or who transfer to a four-year institution in the last year. Veteran resource centers across the state should have the opportunity to provide the same tools. Help us reach our funding goal by writing to your Assembly or Senate member. Together, we can give our veterans the best chance at success.

For more information about IVC’s Veterans Services Center, visit students.ivc.edu/veterans.
RESERVE YOUR TABLE!

10th Annual CFO of the Year Awards

The Orange County Business Journal CFO of the Year Awards are designed to honor financial professionals in Orange County for outstanding performance as corporate stewards. Awards are presented in five categories: Outstanding CFO of a Public Co., Outstanding CFO of a Private Co., Outstanding CFO of a Not-to-Profit Organization, Rising Star and Lifetime Achievement.

Dinner & Awards Program
January 25, 2017
6:30 P.M. - 8:30 P.M.
Hotel Irvine
Tickets*: $260 / Table of Ten: $2500

For reservation information, please visit www.ocbj.com/bizevents

Diamond Sponsors
PricewaterhouseCoopers

Platinum Sponsors
Rutan
Cohen, Leibman & Leventhal, LLP
CalCPA

Gold Sponsors
Beacon
Morgan Lewis

Silver Sponsors
Deloitte

*Tickets are non-refundable. Ticket price includes a 1-year subscription to the Orange County Business Journal ($30 allocated to the subscription). New subscribers only. Current subscribers may gift the subscription to a colleague.